Crystal Reports Ado Error Code 0x
I can get the Crystal Report I am developing to run with no problem, but the minute export it to
PDF and then Email it to a user it craps out with the following error. The Microsoft ODBC
Provider, however, allows ADO to connect to any ODBC data source. However, the provider will
pass any non-ADO connection parameters to the Report Multiple Changes,
DBPROP_REPORTMULTIPLECHANGES.

Logon failed. Details: ADO Error Code: 0x. Source:
ADODB.Connection Description: Provider cannot be found.
It may not be properly installed.Error in File.
Details: ADO Error Code: 0x. Source: Pervasive PSQL OLE DB I'm using Sage 50 Quantum
Accounting 2016 and Crystal Reports 2008. Category: Data.
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